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Eumuco 2000 and 4000 Ton hot forging presses
After the last three years, with
customers mainly asking Valdarno
for providing them with cold and
hot shearing lines, to cut bars for
agriculture
and
automotive
sectors, 2018 ended with a supply
of two new medium size forging
lines.
Choice of the two main forging
presses, twin pitman mechanical,
praised Eumuco, a 4000 ton, with
Siemens control, for a domestic
end user and a 2000 ton, with
Allen Bradley control, for a Middle
Eastern customer, this last one
coming
from
a
long-time
experience with hammers so far.

At glance:
Hot forging presses,
Eumuco type, 2000
and 4000 Ton

Disassembly, control, overhaul
and replacement of mechanical
parts, replacement as new of
former
electric,
pneumatic,
hydraulic and lubrication systems,
in compliance with the latest
Rules, reassembly and test
without dies, required a period
similar to a new machine, with a
benefit of 12 months warranty on
newly replaced parts and a money
saving of 40%, against a new
press, invested by customers for
purchasing ancillary equipment,
as a completion of such lines.
The Eumuco 4000 ton press,
delivered and erected by Valdarno
Staff, is under operation, at
present, by customer, who’s a
manufacturer
of
agriculture
components and valve bodies for
oil field.

Picture of Eumuco 4000 Ton hot forging press, during the test without dies, before
shipment. Press frame is leaned onto plinths of cement, placed in the pit of Valdarno
warehouse, wherever we can assemble machines until 18 meter high, under hook of
a bridge crane worth of 100 ton as a max load.
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Eumuco 2000 and 4000 Ton hot forging presses
The overhaul of Eumuco 2000 Ton
press, destined to produce
automotive parts, was completed
at the end of 2018. The
installation of this press, on travel
at the moment, is scheduled on
spring 2019.

At glance:
Hot forging presses,
Eumuco type, 2000
and 4000 Ton

The 2000 Ton line is made of:
- Cut of billet by saw machine
- Download from saw machine
and upload in a 1250°C billet
induction heating oven, with
cooling tower
- Transfer from oven to the
2000 Ton mechanical press,
two stations-type (preforming
and forging), with graphite die
lubrication system, controlled
by robot
- Transfer of rough-shaped
piece from the forging press to
a 400 Ton trimming press
- Transfer of forged piece from
outside the press to entry of a
cooling tunnel
Beside few pictures of some
overhauled parts. As made for
Eumuco 4000 ton already the
pinion gear and the outside ring of
main toothed gear, this last one
fixed on the original cast iron
body, have been machined with a
new herringbone toothing, upon
original Eumuco design, reengineered by Valdarno to
increase resistance on central
area, where’s the utmost stress,
during tooth contact between
pinion gear and main gear.

After overhaul: Top (left): twin pitman
caps, flywheel shaft, ram;
Top (right): main gear; aside: bottom of
twin pitman; below: eccentric shaft;
Under: shipment of press bed frame
inside a self-supporting wooden case
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Forging solutions since 1949

newsletter
Established in 1949, VALDARNO develops, designs,
builds and supplies machines, equipment and lines, mainly
for the close die forging industry.
During many years of close and daily contact with
companies and industry operators, in Italy and abroad,
VALDARNO has acquired knowledge and competences
which enable its specialists and engineers to study, realize
and propose manufacturing solutions expressively designed
for specific fields, such as, for example, the production of
leaf springs, spiral springs, high resistance bolts, motor
valves, tube fittings by hydro forming.

